# COLLIN COLLEGE
## REQUEST FOR DEGREE PLAN/CERTIFICATE

### General Studies:
- Associate of Arts Degree (General Studies) - (AA GENA CC)
- Associate of Science Degree (General Studies) - (AS GENS CC)

### Associate of Arts Degrees:
- Business Field of Study - (AA BUSS BU)
  - General Communication Sub-Area (AA CMMT CH)
  - Radio & TV Broadcasting/Broadcast Journalism Sub-Area (AA CRBJ CH)
- Criminal Justice Field of Study - (AA CRMF SS)
- Music Field of Study - (AA MUSF FA)
- Nursing Field of Study - (AA NURF RN)**

### Associate of Science Degrees:
- Communication Field of Study (Only one Sub-Area can be awarded)
  - General Communication Sub-Area (CFOS CMMT CH)
  - Advertising/Public Relations Sub-Area (CFOS CAPR CH)
  - Journalism/Mass Communication Sub-Area (CFOS CJMC CH)
- Radio & TV Broadcasting/Broadcast Journalism Sub-Area (CFOS CRBJ CH)
- Computer Science Field of Study (Only one Track can be awarded)
  - C++ Track (CFOS CSFS BU)
  - Java Track (CFOS JAVA BU)
  - Engineering Field of Study - (CFOS EGFS EN)
- Music Field of Study - (CFOS MUSC FA)
- Nursing Field of Study - (CFOS RNFS RN)**

### Associate of Arts in Teaching:
- Grades K-12 and
  - Early Childhood to Grade 12 Other than Special Education - (AAT ECG8 SS)
  - Grades 4-8 and
  - Early Childhood to Grade 12 Special Education - (AAT G8SP SS)
  - Early Childhood to Grade 6 - (AAT G6EC SS)
- Certificate Fields of Study:
  - Business Field of Study - (CFOS BUFS BU)
  - Communication Field of Study (Only one Sub-Area can be awarded)
  - General Communication Sub-Area (CFOS CMMT CH)
  - Advertising/Public Relations Sub-Area (CFOS CAPR CH)
  - Journalism/Mass Communication Sub-Area (CFOS CJMC CH)
  - Radio & TV Broadcasting/Broadcast Journalism Sub-Area (CFOS CRBJ CH)
- Computer Science Field of Study (Only one Track can be awarded)
  - C++ Track (CFOS CSFS BU)
  - Java Track (CFOS JAVA BU)
  - Engineering Field of Study - (CFOS EGFS EN)
- Music Field of Study - (CFOS MUSC FA)
- Nursing Field of Study - (CFOS RNFS RN)**

### Marketable Skills:
- 3-D Animation (MSA ANMN FA)
- Accounting Support (MSA ACSP BU)
- AutoCAD (MSA ACAD EN)
- Child Development Associate Training (MSA CDEV SS)
- Child Dev Admin of Prog for Children (MSA CDAM SS)
- Child Dev Admin of Prog for Children (MSA CDAM SS)
- Child Development Associate Training (MSA CDEV SS)
- Child Development Associate Training (MSA CDEV SS)
- Computer Systems Networking Tech-CCNA (MSA CSCP CN)
- Computer Applications (MSA COAA BU)
- Database Applications (MSA DBAA BU)
- Digital Video (MSA DVD FA)
- Electrocardiography (MSA ELCD HE)**
- Emergency Medical Services Profession (MSA EMED HE)**
- Emergency Medical Services Profession (MSA EMED HE)**
- Fire Officer Candidate (MSA FOCD HE)
- Graphic Design (MSA GRDS FA)
- Health Professions (Only one Track can be awarded)
- Phlebotomy Track -PHLEB (MSA HLPF HE)**
- Phlebotomy Track -PHLEB (MSA HLPF HE)**
- Phlebotomy Track -PHLEB (MSA HLPF HE)**
- Interactive Web Programming (MSA IAWP BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)
- Office Systems Technology (MSA OSTA BU)

### Degree Evaluation Comments (Official Use Only):

* A student can only be awarded an Associate of Art OR Associate of Science from Collin College but not BOTH.

If you plan to complete one or more technical Associate of Applied Science (AAS) degrees or certificates turn to the back of the form to select from the list.